Large-scale analytics is a key application area for data processing and parallel computing research. One of the most common (and challenging) operations in this domain is the join. Though inner join approaches have been extensively evaluated in parallel and distributed systems, there is little published work providing analysis of outer joins, especially in the extremely popular cloud computing environments. A common type of outer join is the small-large outer join, where one relation is relatively small and the other is large. Conventional implementations on this condition, such as one based on hash redistribution, often incur significant network communication, while the duplication-based approaches are complex and inefficient. In this work, we present a new method called DDR (duplication and direct redistribution), which aims to enable efficient small-large outer joins in cloud computing environments while being easy to implement using existing predicates in data processing frameworks. We present the detailed implementation of our approach and evaluate its performance through extensive experiments over the widely used MapReduce and Spark platforms. We show that the proposed method is scalable and can achieve significant performance improvements over the conventional approaches. Compared to the state-of-art method, the DDR algorithm is shown to be easier to implement and can achieve very sim- * Corresponding author.
Introduction
In light of the explosion of available data and the increasing connectivity between data systems, the infrastructure for scalable data analytics is as relevant as ever. An essential operation in this domain is the join, which facilitates the combination of records based on a common join key. This dataintensive operation can incur significant costs, in terms of communication and computation. Improving the efficiency of this operation can have a significant impact on the performance of applications mainly for analytical workloads [1] .
Although inner join algorithms have been widely studied in parallel and distributed systems [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , there has been relatively little done on the topic of outer joins. In fact, outer joins are common in complex queries and widely used in various applications [6] . An example domain where outer joins are particularly important is the Semantic Web: queries containing outer joins account for as much as 50% of the total number of queries, based on the analysis of DBpedia query logs [7] . In general, in AI-related fields and Cognitive computing applications, there is a trend towards computation with sparse, semi-structured data. Data in this domain lack normalisation, which makes outer joins as relevant as ever.
Inner join implementation can discard records with keys that do not match the keys from the other side of the join as soon as this is discovered. For outer joins, this decision needs to be taken at a later stage, since the final join results contain not only the matched part but also the nonmatched part. For example, for a left outer join ( ) between two input relations R(a, x) and S(b, y) on their attributes a and b, the final output contains not only the matched records in the form of < a, x, y >, for a match condition, but also < a, x, null >, when values do not match.
Recently, several approaches for efficiently implementing outer joins have been proposed [8] , [9] . However, such methods focus on large-large table outer joins, while a special case, namely small-large outer joins, seems to have been neglected. In fact, small-large outer joins are quite common in real applications. For example, in business intelligence, a small record with customer ids often left outer join with a large transaction record, to analyze purchase patterns [10] .
Most of the small-large outer join implementations still rely on the two conventional outer join algorithms [10] , namely the redistribution outer join algorithm (ROJA) and the duplication outer join algorithm (DOJA). However, as we will explain later, both methods could meet performance issues. The state-of-the-art algorithm DER [10] (duplication and efficient redistribution), which has been designed specifically for small-large outer joins, has achieved significant performance improvements over the conventional approaches. Regardless, the DER algorithm is specifically designed for relational database management systems (RDBMSs), with its implementation heavily relying on the schema of the input data (as explained later), which could require several modifications for other environments such as the currently popular cloud computing platforms that are studied in this work.
In fact, with data applications growing in scale, cloud environments play a key role in application scale-out, exploiting parallelisation to speed up operations and extending the amount of available memory available to developers [11] . In such scenarios, efficient parallel implementation of the small-large outer joins over scale-out data platforms, best suited to cloud environments (such as MapReduce [12] and Spark [13] ), is increasingly desirable. Such platforms are frequently preferable for certain non-transactional workloads, since they allow for easy deployment and straightforward scale-out capability, compared to the conventional parallel RDBMSs [14] . In fact, most vendors provide, either on-premise or on the cloud, solutions that compute massive volumes of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data for their business applications [11] .
Motivated by the application domain mentioned above, in this paper, we present a new approach called DDR (duplication and direct redistribution). Our approach is aimed at efficiently performing small-large outer joins over distributed systems. We show that DDR is easier to implement for cloudbased computing frameworks and can achieve similar performance, compared to the state-of-the-art algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work specified on the detailed design and evaluation of small-large outer joins in cloud computing environments. Here, we summarize the contributions of this work as follows:
• We adapt the state-of-the-art approach called DER to a cloud computing environment and present the detailed implementation of the variant.
• We propose a new approach called DDR (duplication and direct redistribution) aimed at efficient small-large outer joins in cloud computing environments. We show that DDR is easier to implement than DER and does not require any customization of existing operations.
• We present a highly efficient design for the implementations of DER and DDR over the MapReduce framework, which utilizes various details of MapReduce job execution, making that both approaches can be done within a single MapReduce job.
• We conduct a detailed experimental evaluation of our method and compare its performance with current approaches. Experimental results show that DDR is scalable, and can clearly outperform conventional approaches with achieving performance similar to the state-of-art DER method. Thus, DDR can be considered as a new option for data analytics in large-scale distributed scenarios.
• We also examine the potential factors of performance by using different inputs in our evaluations, the results characterizing the performance of current small-large outer join implementations as well as their differences over different underlying platforms will provide helpful information on query optimization for data analytics in real applications.
Additionally, in contrast to the original DER implementation, which is protected by a patent [15] , our approach as well as the algorithms provided in this manuscript do not have such restrictions, which could make our approach more attractive. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we analyze current outer join implementations, including the state-of-the-art DER method. In Section 3, we introduce our DDR approach and compare its details with the DER algorithm. In Section 4, we present the detailed implementation of our approach over current cloud-based computing platforms. Section 5 describes the experimental framework while Section 6 provides the experimental results. We report on related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.
Background
In this section, we introduce the current outer join approaches and discussing their possible limitations. Moreover, we also present a variant implementation of the state-of-art DER method, in order to make it applicable for cloud computing environments.
We focus on left outer joins in the following, since they are the most commonly used outer joins. In addition, to capture the core performance of queries, we focus on a single join operation between two input relations R and S over a n-node system 1 . We assume that both relations are in the form of <key, value> pairs, where key is the join attribute. In the meantime, we assume that the relation R is smaller than the relation S.
Conventional Outer Join Methods

ROJA
The implementation of the redistribution outer join algorithm is very similar to inner joins, and consists of the following two main steps:
• Step 1. The initially partitioned relations R i and S i at each node i are partitioned into distinct sets R ik and S ik respectively, normally according to the hash values k of their join key attributes. Then, each of these sets is transferred to a corresponding remote node. For example, tuples in R ik and S ik at node i will be transferred to the k-th node.
• Step 2. A local outer join between received R k (i.e., n i=1 R ik ) and S k (i.e., n i=1 S ik ) at each node k is implemented in parallel to formulate the final outputs.
DOJA
The implementation of the duplication outer join algorithm has significant differences compared to inner joins. It contains two main stages as follows.
• Stage 1. The tuples in R i at each node are firstly duplicated (broadcast) to all nodes. Then, an inner join between received n i=1 R i (i.e., R) and locally kept S i is implemented in parallel at each node i. This formulates an intermediated result I i at each node.
• Stage 2. An outer join between the relation R and the intermediate join results I k to construct the final outputs, based on the ROJA approach described above.
Discussion
Every step for the two approaches above can be implemented in parallel across the computing nodes, and the number of execution units can be increased by deploying additional machines. Therefore, both algorithms show the potential ability on scale-out processing of large input datasets. Moreover, since their join patterns only reply on the operators of redistribution and duplication, which can be easily done in a cloud computing environment, they can be applied in cloud-based data analytics directly. However, with regards to the detailed performance, for a small-large case, the ROJA algorithm could be expensive as it has to redistribute the large relation. Moreover, in the presence of data skew [16] , load balancing would be a problem, thus deteriorating the overall performance. Meanwhile, for the DOJA algorithm, though the broadcast cost could be small, such a scheme could still encounter performance bottlenecks. The reason is that the intermediated result I, which has to be redistributed in the stage 2, could be very large in some cases (e.g., Cartesian product) [8] . In such scenarios, an efficient small-large outer join implementation suitable for a cloud computing environment is becoming desirable.
State-of-the-art DER
The DER algorithm (duplication and efficient redistribution) is the stateof-art method specified for optimizing small-large table outer joins in RDBMSs. As shown in Figure 1 , for a 2-node system, the detailed implementation of this algorithm comprises of four main steps as follows.
• Step 1. Following the DOJA algorithm, tuples of R i at each node i are duplicated to all other computing nodes in this step.
• Step 2. A local left outer join between the received tuples of R and locally kept S i is implemented in parallel at each node after the duplication. In contrast to a conventional approach, the outer join here is customized, recording ids of all non-matched rows of R in this step 2 .
• Step 3. After the local outer joins, the extracted ids at each node will be redistributed among nodes based on their hash values.
• Step 4. As demonstrated, this step contains two main operations:
-The received ids at each node are counted, if the number of times an id appears is equal to the number of computing nodes n (i.e., 2 in this example), then this row-id will be recorded.
-After that, all tuples in R with the recorded row-ids will be extracted to formulate the non-matched results. The implementation flow of the DER algorithm over a 2-node system. The additional operation in the dash square is only specified for a cloud computing environment as described in Section 2.3.
The final output is the union of the matched results in the second step and the non-matched results in the fourth step. In fact, DER presents a very efficient way to extract non-matched results. Note that the join in the first step of the DOJA algorithm is an inner join rather than an outer join, the reason is that a direct outer join would bring either redundant or erroneous non-matched outputs [8] . The DOJA approach alleviates this problem by redistributing all the inner join results. In comparison, DER uses a more efficient way, in that each tuple can be indicated by a row-id from the relation R, which is redistributed. As the transferred ids are always very small (because the number of ids is smaller than |R|), the network communication can be greatly reduced. Additionally, since non-matched tuples can be retrieved by ids directly as described in the step 4, the local computing cost could be also reduced. The experimental results presented in [10] have shown that the DER algorithm can achieve significant speedups over current methods on small-large outer joins in a parallel DBMS.
Applying DER in Cloud Environments
It can be seen that row-ids for the tuples in relation R are critical to successfully implementing the DER algorithm. In RDBMSs, it is common that each tuple has an id. However, for a cloud computing environment, normally there will be no id for each tuple that participates in an outer join. The main reason is that relations usually come from different data sources and lack schemas.
For this condition, we add an extra operation in the step 1 of the DER approach, so as to make it applicable to a cloud environment. As shown in the dashed square in Figure 1 , we explicitly assign a unique id for each tuple in the relation R and use the ids for the subsequent join executions. Since the relation R is small for a small-large join case, this additional operation would be extremely lightweight, and will not affect significantly the performance of the original DER implementation. We will show that this new implementation still performs efficiently on small-large outer joins (for details see Section 6). For simplification, since in this work we focus on approaches in cloud computing environments, in the following we will refer to this variant of the original DER algorithm as DER.
Our Approach
In this section, we first describe the proposed DDR approach and its detailed work flow. Then, we conduct a comprehensive comparison of this method with the state-of-art DER algorithm.
The DDR Algorithm
Duplication is usually the ideal operation for processing small-large joins. In such a case, for outer join implementations, the core challenge becomes how to efficiently identify the correct non-matched results. To achieve this, our DDR approach directly outputs the non-matched results and then redistributes them. The details of our implementation are shown as Figure 2 . Similar to the DER algorithm, DDR also consists of four main steps:
• Step 1. This step is similar to the first step of DOJA where all tuples of R i at each node are broadcast.
• Step 2. A common left outer join between received R i (i.e., R) and locally kept S i is implemented in parallel at each node i. In this operation, the matched results will be output directly and the non-matched results will be recorded.
• Step 3. The non-matched results at each node are redistributed to all nodes based on their hash values.
• Step 4. The received records at each node are counted, if the number of times a record appears is equal to the number of computing nodes, then this record will be considered as one of the final non-matched results.
Compared to the conventional DOJA algorithm, it can be seen that we focus on redistributing the non-matched results in step 2 in order to eliminate possible errors and redundancies. Evidently, our implementation adopts the most common duplication and redistribution operations, thus it can be directly implemented on a RDBMS. Moreover, compared to DER algorithm, we do not rely on any id information, and thus, DDR can be used directly on a cloud computing platform.
We first duplicate all the tuples of R, then we identify the non-matched results by another efficient way-direct redistribution, compared to the DER approach, hence we named our approach DDR (duplication and direct redistribution). We will show later that DDR is very efficient on processing small-large outer joins.
In fact, the proposed DDR algorithm can be applied to small-large full outer joins as well. For example, if we change the left outer join to a full outer join in our example, the only change in our DDR implementation is that we only need to change the local left outer join implementation in the step 2 to full outer join and then directly output the non-matched tuples of S as part of the final results. The reason is that each tuple in S appears only once as well as at one node, while each S i examines the non-matched tuples over the full relation R at each node, which means that there will be no error or redundant non-matched results from S. Here, we do not consider the right outer joins since they can be rewritten to equivalent left outer joins [10] . Recall that because left outer joins are the most popular outer join operations, we only focus on the performance of such operations in our evaluations in Section 6.
Compared to the State-of-the-art DER
We compare the proposed DDR method with the presented DER algorithm in two aspects. Firstly, we focus on their general implementations. Then, we concentrate on the performance comparison between the two methodologies at a theoretical level.
High-level Implementation
We focus on efficiently processing small-large outer joins. Compared to the DER implementation, it can be seen that our DDR approach has several clear differences, which mainly include the following four parts.
• In step 1, the DER approach has to use extra operations to assign the row-id to each tuple, but DDR does not need to do so and the input tuples can be processed directly.
• In step 2, to get the non-matched row-ids, for the DER algorithm, we have to customize the local outer join implementation and use the relation R to search over S. In comparison, the proposed DDR approach does not have such limitations.
• In step 4, the DER approach has to convert the non-matched ids to the corresponding tuples by accessing the relation R. In contrast to that, our DDR approach does not need such operation because we can get the non-matched tuples directly.
• In step 2, 3 and 4, the DER approach has to keep the duplicated R in memory through the whole process, because in its step 4, the final non-matched results have to be retrieved from R, as described 3 . In contrast, after the left outer joins in the step 2 of our DDR approach, the relation R will no longer be required for the remaining steps and thus can be discarded immediately.
In this work, we focus on implementing our approach in a cloud computing environment. More specifically, we are interested in applying our approach in the most popular platforms, namely MapReduce [12] and Spark [13] . In such settings, the above differences could make our DDR algorithm easier, more flexible and more suitable for a real application, in terms of detailed implementations.
For example, the Spark platform has provided several join APIs, and thus, can be used directly in DDR. In comparison, an implementation of DER needs customized local outer joins, as we have described above. More importantly, in a large-scale distributed scenario, large computational resources would be tapped in a short time, which requires very fast data loading of the target dataset(s). In turn, to shorten the data processing life-cycle for each query, exploration and analysis should be done in an interactive manner. In such scenarios, additional operations could bring more synchronizations and require more strict fault-tolerant mechanisms, and consequently impact the system performance or make the implementation challenging.
Performance Analysis
In order to examine the performance difference between the proposed DDR algorithm and the state-of-art DER approach as well as investigate the possible impact factors of the difference, we conduct here a concise theoretical analysis. We are interested in the performance of join implementations rather than other operations of a join such as data loading and result materialization. Considering the whole time cost in an outer join, there are generally two kinds of time costs in a distributed implementation: (1) cost on local operators, which do not contains any inter-machine communication; and (2) cost on network communication, which do involve data shipping over networks. For simplification, we assume that data is always uniformly distributed in each redistribution operation. In the meantime, the local joins adopt the commonly used hash operators 4 (i.e., hash table building & hash table probing [18] ). For convenience, we use the notations in Table 1 .
Following the implementation of DER algorithm, the time cost for an outer join implementation C DER at each node will be composed by six parts 
Notation
Meaning T a join participated relation (R or S) |T | the number of tuples in T n the number of computing nodes in the system t average transmission time for a tuple in size α the join selectivity (represented by the non-matched ration of R) j average hash time table building/probing time for a tuple m processing time on mapping a tuple to an id or reverse l the ration of the length of an id to a tuple (l < 1) c average time of count operator for a tuple as following:
Similarly, the time cost of DDR implementation contains the following four parts:
From above two equations, it can be seen that for a given underlying platform (i.e., the values of t, j, m and c are fixed), higher values for α, |R| and |S| will lead to longer runtimes (higher time costs) for both the DER and DDR algorithms. Thus, reducing the join selectivity and increasing the size of two inputs will result in increased join execution time. This is reasonable, as both the local computing and network communication costs are increased under these conditions. Moreover, compared the Equation (1) and (2), we have that the time cost difference between DER and DDR is:
We can see that the value of δ is critical for ∆C, which indicates when an algorithm is faster. In more detail, it is possible that:
• DER will outperform DDR when the value of αt × (1 − l) in δ is comparably larger, namely ∆C < 0. This could happen in conditions where the non-matched ration is high, the length of each tuple is large and the network transmission rate is low. For a given input with fixed α and l, the larger the t is, the smaller the ∆C will be. This means that the performance advantage of DDR is more network bounded. The main reason for this is that DDR redistributes the non-matched results in the form of tuples, which brings in more network communication compared to DER, in which only row-ids are redistributed.
• On the other hand, DDR will outperform DER when the value m + j × (1 + α) is comparably larger. Namely, ∆C would be positive in the conditions that the values of m, j and α are large. The former two parameters are highly related to the capability of system CPUs and memory access, for a fixed input, in contrast to DDR, the performance advantage of DER will be more CPU and memory bounded.
For a given outer join workload, the above analysis has shown that DER and DDR algorithms would beat each other over systems with different hardware configurations. Regardless, for current computing platforms, especially in large-scale distributed cases, the values of t, j and m are always very small, and thus, the value of δ will be small. In the meantime, when |R| is small enough for an ideal small-large case, then, we have that ∆C ≈ 0. This means that the proposed DDR approach will generally perform at the same level with the state-of-art DER algorithm for a small-large outer join execution. As we will show in our experimental results in Section 6, under different outer join workloads (with different values on |T |, α and l), over a commodity computer cluster, DDR generally achieves the same performance as the state-of-art DER algorithm.
Implementation
We have implemented our approach over two of the most popular platformsMapReduce and Spark, in terms of cloud computing. Here, we only present the details of our implementations over the former framework. We have two reasons for this choice: (1) join operations can be challenging in MapReduce [18] ; and (2) MapReduce paradigm is highly sensitive to the number of jobs [19] . Thus, it brings more challenges on the DER and DDR algorithms, as they have more steps than the ROJA and DOJA algorithms. On the other hand, Spark has provided abstract level operations, where various dataparallel applications, initially designed for MapReduce, can be expressed and executed efficiently using Spark.
In the following, we first introduce the related MapReduce and HDFS systems, and then we present the detailed implementation of our DDR algorithm as well as the DER approach.
Overview of MapReduce and HDFS
MapReduce is a framework for parallel processing over huge datasets [12] . The data is typically stored in the underlying Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [20] and each unit of processing (a job) is carried out in two phases, a map and a reduce phase. For each phase, a set of user-defined map and reduce functions are run in parallel. The former performs a user-defined operation over an arbitrary part of the input and partitions the data, while the latter performs a user-defined operation on each partition.
MapReduce is designed to operate over key/value pairs. Specifically, each Map function receives a key/value pair and emits a set of key/value pairs. All key/value pairs produced during the map phase are grouped by their key and passed to reduce phase. During the reduce phase, a Reduce function is called for each unique key, processing the corresponding set of values. More details and examples have been given in the tutorial at http://hadoop.apache. org/docs/r1.2.1/mapred_tutorial.html.
HDFS is designed to provide high throughput access to large-scale data, which is critical to the implementations of MapReduce programs. Internally, a data file is split into one or more blocks and these blocks are stored across different computing nodes. Compared to other file systems, HDFS caters to cloud computing environments since it is highly fault-tolerant. There are mainly two reasons for this [21] : (1) data replication across machines in a large cluster ensures that very large files can be reliably stored. When part of the data on a node is lost, replicas stored on other nodes will still be accessible; and (2) HDFS has a master/slave architecture and applies heartbeats between the master node and slaves to check the availability of each node. Currently, HDFS also provides a robust and convenient file system for Spark [11] .
Implementation with MapReduce 4.2.1. Challenges
In order to solve a given problem using MapReduce, it should first be transformed so as to follow the MapReduce paradigm. However, this may result in an implementation requiring multiple number of jobs, which in turn could deteriorate significantly the overall performance as multiple iterations over the input lead to I/O and communication overheads [18, 19, 22] . Since both DER and DDR are more complex than the two conventional approaches, namely ROJA and DOJA, a straightforward implementation may result in multiple jobs. In contrast, ROJA and DOJA can easily be implemented within a single MapReduce job.
Unlike the RDBMSs, careless design of MapReduce jobs will impair the advantage of DER and DDR over the two conventional approaches. Thus, in order to retain the same level of performance, we designed a highly efficient algorithm for DER and DDR, which utilizes various details of MapReduce job execution, resulting in both DER and DDR being computed within a single MapReduce job. We have also implemented ROJA and DOJA in a single MapReduce job. In addition, we have made our code, for the four evaluated algorithms in this work, publicly available at https://github. com/longcheng11/small-large.
Detailed Implementation
As shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, we present a high-level pseudo-code of our implementation over MapReduce. In this way, we provide the insights that allowed us to implement both DER and DDR within a single MapReduce job like the ROJA implementation.
Step 1 is implemented in the "setup(Context context)" of M ap (see Algorithm 1), where relation R is loaded for each M ap directly from HDFS (see Algorithm 1, line 1). Note that relation R is kept in-memory (r Map), which is modeled as a map of maps in 
14:
if r Map.get(R.a).containsValue(false) then
15:
for all R.x ∈ r Map.get(R.a).keySet() do
16:
emit("<R.a, R.x, null>","")
17:
end for
18:
end if // DER:
19:
20:
if r Map.get(R.a).get(R.x ).containsValue(false) then
21:
for all id ∈ r Map.get(R.a).get(R.x ).keySet() do
22:
emit("id","") This knowledge of matched tuples of R is used during "cleanup(Context keeping a small relation in memory is a commonly used strategy in current solutions using Hadoop (e.g., the SCOPE system in Microsoft [9] and the approaches presented in [18] The MapReduce framework will perform grouping/sorting (step 3 ), resulting in groups where the non-matched tuple or id is the unique key followed by the corresponding list of empty values (see Algorithm 2). Then (step 4 ), prior to processing each group, in "setup(Context context)" of Reduce (see Algorithm 2, lines 1-2), we need to get the number of executed M ap operations during the current job (see Algorithm 2, line 1), for both DER and DDR, as it will be the threshold that determines whether the given nonmatched tuple or id will be considered as final output. In addition, for DER we also need to load relation R from HDFS (see Algorithm 2, line 2). Note that relation R is kept in-memory (r Map) only for DER, which is modeled as a map from id to the corresponding pair of R.a, R.x, in order to be able to translate each id to its corresponding tuple.
During Reduce (see Algorithm 2, lines 3-10), at each node, we need to count the occurrences of each non-matched tuple or id of R, namely the number of its corresponding empty values (see Algorithm 2, lines 3-6). In case the number of empty values is equal to the number of executed M ap operations (see Algorithm 2, line 7), we have encountered a final output. For DDR, we output the non-matched tuple itself (see Algorithm 2, line 8), which is the key. For DER, generating the final output is more complex as we need to translate the id (see Algorithm 2, line 9), which is the key, using r Map, to each field of relation R, namely R.a and R.x.
Discussion
It is clear from Algorithms 1 and 2, that DER and DDR follow a similar algorithmic structure. However, DDR is easier to implement compared to DER. Indeed, in "setup(Context context)" of M ap the in-memory map of relation R (r Map) has a simpler structure for DDR, thus leading to easier parsing of relation R, while DER requires also the storage of corresponding ids. This simpler structure of r Map also results in an easier way of recording which tuples of R match with tuples of S, during M ap, and an easier way of emitting non-matched tuples to Reduce during "cleanup(Context context)" of M ap.
In addition, in "setup(Context context)" of Reduce, DDR only needs to get the number of executed M ap operations. On the other hand, DER also needs to load in-memory the relation R. Note that the map of relation R in "setup(Context context)" of Reduce has a different structure compared to the one loaded in "setup(Context context)" of M ap, and thus, a different parsing method needs to be implemented. In order to emit a non-matched tuple during Reduce, for DDR we can emit directly the key itself, which is the non-matched tuple. However, for DER we first need to translate the given id into the corresponding tuple.
It is evident that DDR provides a simpler implementation compared to DER for a cloud computing environment. However, for both DER and DDR a naive approach would require two jobs, as follows. In the first job, during M ap, tuples of S are redistributed over k Reducers, with step 1 performed in "setup(Context context)" of Reduce and step 2 performed during Reduce, emitting both matched and non-matched results. In the second job, during M ap, both matched and non-matched results are passed to Reduce, followed by MapReduce framework grouping/sorting (step 3), while step 4 is performed during Reduce, emitting both matched and final non-matched tuples. Such a naive implementation introduces the following overheads compared to our algorithm: (1) the redistribution of tuples of S during the first job, (2) emitting matched results during the first job and subsequently processing them during the second job, and (3) processing non-matched tuples during M ap of the second job.
Experimental Setup
We have conducted a rigorous quantitative evaluation of the proposed approach based on the setup as follows.
Platform
Our evaluation platform is the HRSK-II system of ZIH at TU Dresden. Each node we used has two 12-core Intel Xeon CPU E2680 processors running at 2.50 GHz, resulting in a total of 24 cores per physical node. Each node has 64GB of RAM and a single 128GB SSD local disk, and nodes are connected by Infiniband. The operating system is Linux kernel version 2.6.32-279 and the software stack consists of Hadoop version 1.2.1, Spark version 1.2.1, Scala version 2.10.4 and Java version 1.7.0 25.
Datasets
We have used the TPC-H benchmark [23] in our tests. There are two advantages for this choice: (1) the benchmark has been widely used in evaluating database queries with joins, and (2) there is no skew in the generated data sets, which let us to be able to focus on the performance of join implementation, rather than other issues (e.g., skew handling). We use the following query in our experiments: select * from CUSTOMER left outer join SUPPLIER on C.NATIONKEY = S.NATIONKEY In this case, the generated tuples can be then considered as in the form <key, payload> pairs. There are only 25 unique Nationkey values in TPC-H, similar to other work [4] , [24] , we increase the number of the unique Nationkey values to 10000. This guarantees that the generated tuples can be more evenly distributed during the hash redistribution process. In the meantime, the number of output results can be also efficiently reduced 6 . For simplification, we refer to the relation CUSTOMER as R and the relation SUPPLIER as S in the following. We generate different datasets by varying the scale factor of TPC-H to generate datasets. As the inner join cardinality (referred to as selectivity) is critical for outer joins (i.e., making outer join and inner join implementations different), in our experiments, we vary the values of selectivity for R and S from 0% to 100% (20% increment in each step) by controlling the values on their join keys, while keeping the sizes of R and S constant. For example, the selectivity with value 60% means that we randomly choose 60% of tuples of R and keep their keys unchanged, while the rest of the tuples of R have their keys changed to their negative values, so that they will have no matches in S.
Setup
We have chosen 17 nodes (408 cores) from the cluster for our experiments. We chose one node as the master and the rest as the slavers (workers). We implemented our tests over both the MapReduce and Spark framework. We set the following parameters for the MapReduce implementations: map.tasks.maximum and reduce.tasks.maximum to 24, the mapred.child.java.opts to 1GB, while the remaining parameters were set to their default values. For Spark, we set the following system parameters: spark worker memory and spark executor memory were set to 60GB, and spark worker cores was set to 24. As the computational infrastructure is using a shared network and nonvirtualised computational resources, we believe that this setup approximates commercial offerings. In particular, it very closely approximates the Bare Metal servers in IBM Softlayer [25] and the Cluster instances in Amazon EC2 [26] .
For all of our experiments, we read input files and write the output on HDFS. We configure HDFS to use the SSD on each node and use a 64MB block size. For fault tolerance, each HDFS block is replicated three times. We measure runtime as the elapsed time from job submission to the job being reported as finished and we record the mean value based on three measurements. Additionally, to focus on the runtime performance of each outer join implementation, we only record the number of the final outputs, rather than materialising the output (due to large output volumes in our cases).
Evaluation
In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of the proposed DDR approach and compare its performance with the approaches described in Section 2, namely the ROJA, DOJA and DER algorithm. We are interested in how efficient the four approaches are, and how the join workloads impact their performance, in the presence of small-large conditions. Therefore, we focus on the four possible impact factors in our evaluation: the number of tuples in S and R as well as the size of payloads in S and R. We present the detailed results in the following. Moreover, we also evaluate the scalability of each approaches by varying the number of nodes.
Impact of |S|
The size of tuples in S could affect the required time for tuple redistribution and local joins. To see how performance changes for increasing numbers of tuples in S, we fix the number of tuples of R to 10K and vary the size of S by 10M (1.5GB), 100M, 300M and 1000M tuples (160GB). The detailed results over MapReduce and Spark are presented in Figure 3 , where the two numbers in the caption of each subfigure correspond to the number of tuples of R and S.
For the MapReduce and Spark implementations, we have a clear picture of the results. The ROJA, DER and DDR algorithms generally have steady performance for varying join selectivity (recall that we do not include the final output, which is the same for all four methods). In comparison, the DOJA algorithm is highly affected by the join hit rate, mainly due to the intermediate materialization of matching R and S joins (see the Stage 1 of DOJA in Section 2). In the meantime, it can be observed that the DER and DDR algorithms generally outperform the ROJA and DOJA algorithms for different |S|. Moreover, though the runtime of all four algorithms is increasing with increasing sizes of S, the cost difference between the two conventional approaches and DER as well our proposed DDR is becoming more clear, demonstrating the efficiency of the latter two approaches on processing small-large outer joins. For a general case with selectivity 60%, Figure 4 shows a more intuitive view of these changes. We can see that the runtime of ROJA and DOJA increases sharply with increasing sizes of |S|, while there is only slight increase for DER and DDR, due to the increment of the local join workloads.
Comparing the runtimes of the four algorithms over the MapReduce and Spark platform, it can be seen that the implementations of DOJA, DER and DDR over the latter framework are generally faster than the former one. The possible reason for this could be that these three algorithms result in relatively complex implementations, and Spark processes the workflows in a more efficient way, while having the advantage of in-memory storage. In comparison, for the simplest implementation -ROJA, when |S| is small, MapReduce is initially faster than Spark and then becomes slower for increasing sizes of |S|. The possible reasons could be that: (1) the overheads of implementation of Spark is greater than our MapReduce implementation at the beginning, and (2) when |S| is huge, the data management (transferring and in-memory storage) of Spark is more efficient than MapReduce. 
Impact of |R|
As the number of |R| would affect both the network communication (due to data redistribution and duplication) and local join workloads, we also examine how this factor impacts the runtime. In the scope of a small-large case, we keep the number of tuples in S to 300M (46GB) and vary the number of tuples in R by 10K, 100K, 300K and 1M (136MB). The detailed results of the implementations over MapReduce and Spark are shown in Figure 5 . Results for |R| equal to 10K have been presented in Figure 3 (c) and 3(g) respectively.
It can be observed that runtimes for the ROJA algorithm remain relatively stable for varying join selectivity, while runtimes for DOJA increase sharply. Moreover, for the conditions with non-zero selectivity, DOJA cannot cope with the experiments when |R| is greater than 10K. The reason for this could be that the number of intermediate matched results becomes very large and redistributing them is extremely expensive. This also means that DOJA is generally not well-suited for small-large outer joins. In the meantime, we can see that the DER and DDR algorithms show similar performance in all four cases and their runtime generally decreases with the increase of the selectivity. The reason for this could be that the number of non-matched tuples decreases, which results in less data transferring. In the meantime, we notice that the decrease of the runtime over Spark is more clear than that over MapReduce. The reason could be that the performance over Spark is more sensitive to the network communication.
When |R| is very small (i.e., 10K), DER and DDR perform much faster than ROJA over both MapReduce and Spark platforms. However, their performance changes as |R| is growing. For the MapReduce-based implementations, the runtime of DER and DDR start to perform slower than the ROJA algorithm when |R| is greater than 100K. Meanwhile, when |R| reaches 1M, the DER and DDR algorithms begin to perform similarly to ROJA, over the Spark platform. For the general case with selectivity 60%, Figure 6 shows the runtime trends of each algorithm with increasing |R|. It can be observed that the duplication-based approaches are very sensitive to the size of R and increase sharply with the increase of |R|. There are three possible reasons for this: (1) the broadcast is becoming more expensive with increasing |R|; (2) the increased number of non-matched results (ids) also brings in communication overheads; and (3) local joins between the broadcast |R| and locally kept S become more expensive. In this process, DDR always performs similar to DER, which means that redistributing non-matched results or ids does not have a clear impact on small-large outer joins, in terms of performance.
Moreover, w.r.t. performance advantage compared to the ROJA, it can be noticed that the DER and DDR algorithm shows more tolerance on the size of relation R over the Spark platform than MapReduce. The reason could be the existing I/O overheads for the MapReduce-based implementations. It can be seen that DER and DDR could lose their performance advantages over ROJA, when |R| reaches 1M, which is still a much smaller size compared to the relation S (300M tuples). This means that in real applications we should examine or detect the threshold of the small relation very carefully in small-large outer joins, though in many cases the relation may appear very small. 6.3. Impact of payload size in R In the TPC-H datasets, the payloads for all tuples are always long strings, while transferring such strings could bring heavy network communication as well as local computation overheads (because of the extra serialized/deserialized processing). Though large datasets in real applications could contains large number of long strings, to check the detailed effects of the size of payload in R, in our tests, we simply change the payload in a tuple from a string to an integer. Figure 7 presents the results for the join between 300K and 300M tuples by changing the payloads in R. In this case, the size of R in MB is changed from 41MB to 4MB. For a general case, we just show the runtimes where selectivity is 40% and 60% (as the DOJA algorithm is costly we only present the remaining three algorithms). It can be seen that the runtime of ROJA remains generally the same with varying the payload size over both MapReduce and Spark platforms. This is reasonable, since reducing the payload size of the small relation has no clear impact on the time spent on redistribution and the local join implementations. In comparison to that, the DER and DDR algorithms show a clear decrease on runtime with reducing the payload size. The reason for this could be that the cost of broadcast is highly reduced. In the meantime, the I/O costs are also highly reduced for the MapReduce-based implementations, which brings in more clear performance improvements, compared to that over the Spark platform. This is partly attributed to the fact that non-matched tuples between map and reduce phase are temporarily stored in HDFS (for both DER and DDR), while for DER the broadcast data is read by reducers (see Algorithm 2, line 2). All these results together with the ones presented in previous subsection, indicate that the size of the small relation in MB is also critical for the success of the DER and DDR algorithms, for the case of small-large outer joins. 
Impact of payload size in S
Similar as above, we also examine how the payload size of tuples in S impacts the join performance by changing the payloads from strings to integers. In this condition, the size of S is changed from 46GB to 4GB. Figure 8 shows the results of the three algorithms (ROJA, DER and DDR) for the join between 300K and 300M. The reduction of the size of S brings clear runtime decrease for the three algorithms over both MapReduce and Spark framework. Regardless, it can be observed that runtime of ROJA decreases more sharply than runtime of DER and DDR, which makes it clearly faster than the two algorithms when the payloads are integers, though the outer joins can still be considered as a small-large join, in terms of both number of tuples and size in MB (41MB join with 4GB). This indicates that it is better to use the DER and DDR algorithm under the condition that the large relation is large enough, in terms of size in MB. 
Scalability
We test the scalability (scale-out) of our approach by varying the number of slaves (workers), from 48 cores (2 nodes) to 384 cores (16 nodes). For a general case, we keep the selectivity to 60% and the number of tuples in S to 300M (46GB). As we have shown in our previous results, MapReduce and Spark have different tolerance on the concept of small in the scope of small-large outer joins. According to the results demonstrated in Figure 6 , to make our evaluation here meaningful, i.e., in a case that DER and DDR perform faster than conventional approaches, we keep the number of tuples in R to 10K for MapReduce and 300K for Spark. The detailed results of our tests are presented in Figure 9 . We can see that the runtimes of all three algorithms decrease with increasing numbers of cores, which means that they generally scale well over both the MapReduce and Spark frameworks.
Moreover, we can see that the benefit of adding more cores (i.e., the scaled speedup) decreases as the runtime becomes lower for all the cases. We attribute this to platform overhead since the workload is comparably small for the underlying platform as the number of cores increases. Comparing the detailed performance of DER and DDR, it can be observed that both algorithms perform nearly the same for both MapReduce and Spark. More specifically, when the number of cores is small, DDR performs slightly slower than DER over MapReduce, while slightly faster than DER over Spark. The possible reasons are: (1) DDR transfers more than DER (transferring tuples instead of ids) and thus its I/O overhead in MapReduce could make it slightly slower; and (2) in contrast, there is no such overhead in Spark. In addition, DDR is simpler than DER in terms of system implementations, allowing for an easier and quicker development process. Regardless, with the underlying system going to large-scale, such performance differences become negligible, which is consistent with our previous theoretical analysis in Section 3.2.2. 
Discussion
In terms of general implementations, the proposed DDR approach has the overhead of storing and sending the whole non-matched tuples, however it does not need any further operations on data transformation. In comparison, the DER method has the advantage of less data transmission due to the ids, but it also has an overhead of transforming ids. From the results presented above, we can see that DER and DDR scale well, and always achieve very similar performance under various workloads, over both MapReduce and Spark platforms, which is consistent with our theoretical analysis presented in Section 3.2.2. All these mean that we can implement the proposed DDR algorithm for small-large outer joins in a cloud based environment expecting similar performance as the state-of-the-art DER algorithm. Note that DDR is easier to implement, as we do not need to handle the encoding/decoding of ids for non-matched results, though these operations would be lightweight as we explained. In such scenarios, the DDR algorithm could be more preferable for cloud-based architectures form an engineering point view.
Moreover, for an ideal small-large outer joins (e.g., the small relation is small enough and the large one is large enough), our experimental results have demonstrated that the DER and DDR algorithms can clearly outperform the two conventional approaches, which confirms that the presented DER and DDR are the state-of-the-art approaches for small-large outer joins in a cloud computing environment. Though in some cases, we see that ROJA performs faster than or similar to the DER and DDR approaches, the main reason is that the small relation is not sufficiently small. On the other hand, it should be noted that ROJA could meet performance issues in the presence of data skew due to the load imbalance problem. In comparison, DER and DDR are duplication-based approaches, thus they are more suitable for processing skewed datasets. In fact, the optimizer of a given system could pick the correct implementation based on the input so as to minimize runtime. Additionally, it can be seen that DER and DDR have slightly different behaviors on the Hadoop and Spark platforms. This is mainly attributed to the fact that Spark runs everything in memory, while Hadoop relies heavily on HDFS, resulting in extra I/O overheads.
Related Work
The studies in parallel joins on shared memory systems [1] and GPUs [27] have already achieved significant performance speedups, through improvements in architecture at the hardware-level of modern processors. Nevertheless, with the growing challenges from big data, the performance of their join executions is limited by either the number of available threads, or the system memory and I/O. Therefore, efficient implementations of parallel joins on distributed memory machines such as in a cloud computing environment are becoming more and more attractive.
To efficiently implement joins in a distributed architecture, various techniques such as dynamic scheduling [28] and statistics [29] , have been proposed. Regardless, their implementations are still based on the two most conventional join patterns: redistribution and duplication. Specifically, as the latter operation is very costly in a distributed environment, normally it is only applied to process small relations. Though some existing approaches use duplication on large datasets [30] , their implementations rely highly on the emerging computing infrastructures (e.g., underlying high-speed networks), which are normally unavailable in cloud computing environments.
Current research on outer joins focuses on optimization of existing methods, which mainly include outer join elimination [31] , outer join reordering [6] and view matching for outer join views [32] . There is little work done on outer join implementations. The reason for this may be the assumption that inner join techniques can be easily applied to outer joins [10] . However, as we have described, outer joins have their unique characteristics, especially in the condition that the implementation is using duplication.
Recently, several approaches have been designed on outer join implementations [8] , [9] , [33] , [34] and the experiments have shown that they are very efficient in this aspect. However, all proposed methods focus on data skew handling (either single or pipeline joins) in large-large joins, but not improving the performance for the small-large outer joins. As we have described, the DER algorithm [10] is the state-of-the-art approach in such cases. Regardless, our DDR method is shown to be easier to implement and has no usage constrains. More importantly, as demonstrated in our experiments, DDR always achieves similar performance as DER under different workloads in a cloud computing environment.
Regarding joins in a cloud computing environment, most of current works focus on proposing novel data skew handling techniques to improve the loadbalancing and scalability of join implementations in the presence of big data (e.g., SALA [35] , SkewTune [36] and the approaches presented in [37] , [38] ), as opposed to the detailed implementation and evaluation of joins that is studied in this work. Moreover, the large scale data-analytics community has developed its own set of parallel processing paradigms and related join operations. For example, popular platforms such as Spark [13] , provide their APIs for different join implementations. In the meantime, several efforts in designing high level query languages on MapReduce, such as Pig [39] and Hive [40] , also provide high level join operations. In addition to that, to support ad-hoc data access, various key-value stores such as HBase [41] and Cassandra [42] provide related functions as well. However, their outer join implementations are still based on the two conventional approaches, namely ROJA and DOJA, without any specified optimizations for the small-large case, which has been studied in this work. Furthermore, though the work in [18] presents an extensive implementation of joins in MapReduce, it focuses on execution profiling and performance evaluation of inner joins, but not of outer joins. The recent work [11, 19] has implemented efficient outer joins in cloud computing environments, still, it just focuses on skew handling in large-large joins.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work specified for detailed design and evaluation of small-large outer joins in cloud computing environments, and we have shown that the proposed DDR approach is efficient and can be easily applied in such environments. Moreover, we believe that the evaluation conducted in this work and the described results are of value to the community as a basis for understanding the merits of the approach. In the meantime, based on the advantages of our new implementation, we expect that our approach will also be efficient and easy to implement in more complex enviroments such as heterogeneous environments [43] , which require more efficient strategies on resource management [28] , [44] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a new outer join algorithm called DDR (duplication and direct redistribution), which is specified for efficient processing of small-large outer joins in cloud computing environments. We have presented the detailed implementation of our algorithm and conducted an extensive evaluation of this method over the MapReduce and Spark platforms. Compared to the state-of-art DER approach [10] , we have shown that DDR: (1) is easier to implement; (2) scales well and achieves similar performance to DER; and (3) has no usage constrains in real commercial cases. In such scenarios, our new approach can be considered as a new option for cloud-based large-scale data analysis applications. Moreover, the detailed experimental results characterizing current implementations will also contribute to the engineering in this domain.
